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California's national forests, plagued by millions of acres of dead and dying trees, are probably adding more 
carbon to the atmosphere than they absorb, an executive with a forest trade association in the state claimed 
yesterday. 

"In my estimation, the national forests in California are now net emitters," said Steven Brink, vice president of 
public resources at the California Forestry Association, at a House Natural Resources Subcommittee on 
Federal Lands hearing on forest management. 

With that assertion — which he didn't back with evidence — Brink became a star witness for panel Chairman 
Tom McClintock (R-Calif.), who has pleaded with federal officials to open up ailing national forests to 
thinning that could make them less vulnerable to catastrophic wildfires. 

"That is a stunning development," McClintock said. 

About 21 million acres of California forests are managed by the Forest Service. The Department of 
Agriculture, which houses the Forest Service, estimates California has 102 million dead trees, due to beetle 
infestations and drought. 

The idea that the growing number of dead trees has a role in the carbon cycle isn't new. In fact, the Sierra 
Nevada Conservancy has said it has long-term implications for carbon sequestration and has worked with the 
Forest Service to boost restoration programs in the region. 

But Brink's assertion quantified the issue in a way that was news to committee members, as well as 
environmental groups and another witness at the hearing, Tania Schoennagel, a fire ecologist at the University 
of Colorado, Boulder. 

"I don't know if that's validated," Schoennagel said. "I'd like to see if that's in fact true." 

The director of the California chapter of the Sierra Club, Kathryn Phillips, told E&E News yesterday, "I don't 
know how he has come to that conclusion given that the one thing there seems to be a lack of is clear data on 
the carbon effects of dead trees." 

Brink made the assertion during questioning by Rep. Rob Bishop (R-Utah), chairman of the Natural Resources 
Committee, who said the carbon equation "really doesn't help" if forests are held up as players in carbon 
policy. 

Brink later told E&E News that while he doesn't have numbers to back his comment, "just observation" about 
the increasing loss of live trees leads him to conclude that tree mortality is outpacing tree growth — with 
implications for carbon sequestration. 

Forest Service inventories indicate that six years ago — before some of the most serious recent wildfires and 
disease outbreaks — the state's forests were growing at a rate of 4 billion board-feet per year, with mortality of 
2.6 billion board-feet. 
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Brink's organization has advocated for clearing California forests of dead trees and underbrush that can serve 
as fuel for big fires, as well as for periodic thinning of greener forests. A healthy forest in California would 
have an average of perhaps 100 trees per acre, but the number has grown to 5,000 in some places, said Rep. 
Steve Pearce (R-N.M.). 

McClintock and other lawmakers have called for using wood cleared from the forests for a variety of purposes, 
from burning it for energy to using it for mulch if it's lost its timber value. In some cases, private companies 
have made good money from forest-thinning projects, and the government ought to be able to do the same, as 
it did years ago, McClintock said. 

With the 2018 farm bill looming, lawmakers are beginning to mull policies that could encourage more active 
forest management. 

Rep. Glenn Thompson (R-Pa.) said he's interested in more information about how the industry has benefitted 
from categorical exclusions and good neighbor authority, which encourage forest management projects and 
cooperation among federal and local agencies. 

Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue, at a separate hearing in the House Agriculture Committee yesterday, said 
he supports greater use of wood from the national forests, including for biomass development. 

Correction: A previous version of this story misattributed a statement by Rep. Steve Pearce about the density 
of trees in California forests. 
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